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Friday 19 February from sunset onwards at the Pretoria Centre Observatory, which is also 
situated at CBC. Turn left immediately after entering the main gate and follow the road. 

�������������
�

Venue: The auditorium behind the main building at Christian Brothers College (CBC),     
             Mount Edmund, Pretoria Road, Silverton, Pretoria. 
Date and time: Wednesday 24 February at 19h15.  
Programme: 
 

♦ Beginner’s Corner:.”Transits of Mercury” by Michael Poll. 
♦ What’s Up? by Percy Jacobs. 
♦ ######################   10 minute break . Library will be open.  ##################### 
♦ Main talk: No talk will  be given, but videos about spectroscopy will be shown. 
♦ Socializing over tea/coffee and biscuits.   

        The chairperson at the meeting will be Michael Moller. 
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Summary of “What’s Up?” to be presented on 24 February 2016 
- by Percy Jacobs 

 

Phases of the Moon 

 

1st Mar to 10th Mar –  Dark sky      
2nd Mar          – Rises 00:00. Last Quarter 
31st Mar                 – Rises 00:00. Last Quarter  
9th Mar           – New Moon (plus Solar Eclipse)    
15th Mar          – Rises 12:58. First Quarter   
23rd Mar          – Rises 18:38. Full Moon (plus Lunar Eclipse)   
 

The Indonesian Solar Eclipse will not be seen from our location on the 9th Mar 
The Lunar Eclipse on the 23rd March is a Penumbral Eclpise. Not visible at our location 
 

Planets 

 

Mercury – best time to see Mercury before early morning sunrise in the East 
1st Mar to around the 10th Of Mar 
16

�

 down to 8
�

 above Horizon 
Venus – early morning looking East 

Approx 20
�

 above horizon before sunrise 
Mars – early morning looking North East 

5th Mar @ 00:30 - 27
�

 above horizon 
25th Mar @ 00:30 - 40

�

 above horizon 
Jupiter - early evening looking North East 

5th Mar @ 21:00 – 30
�

 above horizon 
25th Mar @ 21:00 - 47

�

 above horizon 
Saturn – early evening looking North East  

5th Mar @ 01:00 – 19
�

 above horizon 
25th Mar @ 21:00 - 36

�

 above horizon 
Uranus & Neptune  - difficult to see in month of Mar as Uranus is part of the sunset, 

and Neptune part of the sunrise 
 

Planet Locations in month of March: 
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Events 

 

Jupiter double shadow event 
15th March @ 03:20 to sunrise – Io & Europa 

March 20th – Equinox – start of Autumn 
 

Constellations – shall be discussed in more detail at meeting 
 

South - Centaurus - “The Centaur – half horse half man” 
  Vela - “Sail of the Ship” 
  Carina - “Keel of the Ship” 
  Crux - “Southern Cross” 

 

East  - Crater  - “The Cup” 
 Corvus - “The Crow” 
 Leo  - “The Lion” 
 Hydra - “The Serpent or Water Snake” 

 

North - Gemini - “The Twins” 
Auriga - “represents a Greek Hero” 
Tauris - “The Bull” 
Canis Major – “Orion’s Hunting Dog” 
Orion - “The Hunter” 

 
 

For the ASSA 100 Observers 
 

27 objects  

 

# Object ID Type Con Vis 

18 NGC 1976, M 42, Orion Nebula BrtN Ori Nov–May 

19 NGC 1977, C 0532-048 BrtN Ori Nov–May 

44 NGC 3372, Eta Carina Nebula BrtN Car Nov–May 

32 NGC 2808, GCl 13 Glcl Car Nov–May 

38 NGC 3201, GCl 15 Glcl Vel Nov–May 

21 NGC 2287, Messier 41 OpCl CMa Nov–May 

22 NGC 2362, Tau CMa cluster OpCl CMa Nov–May 

28 NGC 2516, OCl 776.0 OpCl Car Nov–May 

35 NGC 3114, VdB-H 86 OpCl Car Nov–May 

40 IC 2581, VdB-H 97 OpCl Car Nov–May 

41 NGC 3293, Collinder 224 OpCl Car Nov–May 

42 NGC 3324, C 1035-583 OpCl Car Nov–May 

43 IC 2602, Southern Pleiades OpCl Car Nov–May 

45 NGC 3532, VdB-H 109 OpCl Car Nov–May 

29 NGC 2547, C 0809-491 OpCl Vel Nov–May 

31 IC 2391, Omi. Velorum Cluster OpCl Vel Nov–May 

34 IC 2488, VdB-H 69 OpCl Vel Nov–May 

37 NGC 3132, Eight-Burst Nebula Plnb Vel Nov–May 
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Chairman’s Report for the meeting of 27 January 2016 
- by Fred Oosthuizen 

 

The meeting was well attended, including several visi-
tors. 
 

Beginners Corner: 
Danie Barnardo and Bosman Olivier presented a de-
tailed synopsis of the construction of the very fine 
string telescopes that they each constructed under the 
guidance of the task master and instructor Johan 
Smit. Johan adopted the basic idea formulated by our 
counterpart ATM enthusiasts in America. The con-
struction method was simplified by incorporating inex-
pensive materials and a far more ridged design. The 
simplicity, the stability and the sensitivity of this inno-
vated modification in design arrives from the triangles 
formed by the string material made rigid and held firm 
by the four adjustable light aluminium struts at the 
base of the telescope stand/storage box with the fol-
lowing major advantages. 
(a) Transport and storage are greatly simplified. In the 
knockdown form. Even a 300mm primary mirror tele-
scope will, with relative ease, fit into the luggage com-
partment of a standard motor vehicle. 
(b) Assembly is simple and requires limited tools. 
(c). Collimation remains stable and uniform without adjustment in assembly. 
(d). Limited carpentry skills are required   
 

What’s up: 
Johan Smit encouraged all to get up early during the month of February and view 
nearly all the planets which are visible in the early morning and also the interesting 
groupings made by the moon with the various planets. 
During the evenings the southern parts of the Milky Way around Eta Carinae are well 
placed for viewing and investigation.   
In the place of the usual guest speaker it was decided to select a panel of four mem-
bers which comprised Michael poll, Percy Jacobs, Johan Smit and Pierre Lourens. 
Various in-house and astronomical questions were put, discussed and debated at 
some length such as: Has the club found a permanent and convenient dark sky 
weekend venue for our members to go to and observe from? It was confirmed that 
several places are under review and will be visited by our club members during the 
dry season. 
Due to extensive road upgrades at CBC, parking at our monthly meeting venue has 
become problematic. The committee will investigate how best to resolve the situation 
and inform the members accordingly. 
A number of other in-house questions were asked and resolved. 
The panel elaborated on a number of astronomical questions, such as what are neu-
trinos, where do they originate from? What creates Earth’s magnetic field and why is 
it that some planets such as Mars and Venus lack a magnetic field?   � 
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  Hole in the sky - by Magda Streicher (magdalena@mweb.co.za) 
 

 The Crux/Carina area is without doubt the most delicate and richest area in the southern 
sky, a privilege indeed. The constellation Crux only obtained constellation status in 1679. 
 The most fascinating object in this part of the sky is without doubt the “Coal Sack” (C99 in 
the Caldwell Catalogue), a large irregular oval dark nebula, which can clearly be seen against the 
star field of the Milky Way, and more so in clear unpolluted dark skies. With a size of more than 
7x5 degrees, it is the best known dark cloud, which is approximately 550 light years from our 
Sun. To the naked eye the starless oval cloud is attached to the south eastern border of the con-
stellation Crux. There are people who refer to this cloud as “Magellan’s Great Spot”, which could 
be as much as 60 light-years in diameter. With the naked eye in very dark skies, one can see a 
6th magnitude star embedded inside the cloud. For me, this little flickering star usually deter-
mines the brightness of the evening sky. 
 The Coal Sack “covers” the faint background star field, and now understand what Barnard 
and Sir William Herschel meant when they referred to “holes in heaven”. However, deep sky pho-
tography shows that this cloud is definitely not a starless void, but filled with many faint stars. In-
side the Coal Sack’s northern part, the open cluster NGC 4609 can be found, with another open 
cluster, NGC 4463, further towards the southern border of the cloud. The finger-like southern ex-
tension of the cloud is only visible in very dark sky circumstances. 
 The lovely “Jewel Star Cluster” hangs between the Coal Sack and Beta Crucis and adds 
status to our very own Southern Cross. Together the Jewel cluster and the Coal Sack make it 
one of the most unique pieces of sky. Just imagine the amazement of the Portuguese ocean ex-
plorers in the sixteenth century observing this magnificent Crux constellation in the fringes of the 
Milky Way for the very first time. Sail along on our southern Milky Way and enjoy these precious 
wonders in their absolute uniqueness. 
 C99’s celestial coordinates are: RA: 12h 50m, Dec: −62° 30�.   � 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
C99, the Coal 
Sack Nebula. 
Photograph 
taken by the 
Wide Field 
Imager on 
the MPG/ESO 
2.2-metre 
telescope.  
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Feature of the month: Planet X - by Pierre Lourens 

 

 The proposed hypothesis is that Planet X exists, 
has a mass of about 10 Earth masses, and is tracing an 
unusual, elongated orbit in the outer solar system. Its 
gravity explains oddities observed in the orbits of 13 of 
the most distant objects in the Kuiper Belt.  
 Caltech professor Mike Brown and assistant pro-
fessor Konstantin Batygin have been working together to 
investigate distant objects in our solar system for more 
than a year and a half. Brown and Batygin discovered the 
planet’s existence through mathematical modeling and 
computer simulations but have not yet observed the ob-
ject directly. About Planet X, Batygin said: "Although we 
were initially quite skeptical that this planet could exist, as 
we continued to investigate its orbit and what it would 
mean for the outer solar system, we became increasingly 
convinced that it is out there." 
 Planet X has not been directly observed. Astrono-
mers, including Brown and Batygin, will begin using the 
world's most powerful telescopes to search for the object 
in its predicted orbit.  � 

 

http://solarsystem.nasa.gov/news/2016/01/21/caltech-researchers-find-evidence-of-a-real-ninth-
planet   

See several video clips and an animation at: http://solarsystem.nasa.gov/planets/planetx 
 
 

 
 

An artist’s depiction of hy-
pothetical Planet X with the 
Sun in the background. 
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Neville Young’s books Astronomy Within Reach and Sterrekunde Binne 
Bereik were published in June 2012 and have sold 4000 copies. Beyond three 
years in the market, a book goes onto the ‘remainder list’ – at a significantly 
reduced price. There are less than 1000 books available which Neville is mak-
ing available to club members at R175 (down from R295). See 
www.astronomy-within-reach.co.za or contact Neville at 
nevyoung@starwaders.com 

Bosman Olivier, our previous chairman and now still a committee member, un-
derwent a serious operation. It was a heart valve replacement. Members can 
wish him well at 082 883 1869 or bosman@compendia.co.za 

Astronomy magazine's Observing Essentials email series. 
http://www.pages03.net/kalmbach/ObservingEssentials/
ObservingEssentialsSignup?webSyncID=da06a030-4e98-d4a6-c7e6-
a8b850535a5e&sessionGUID=d8342d0d-0e81-890e-d2b9-248e56c83ed9 

Report of Observing Evening on January 22nd 2016 - by Michael Poll 
 

Not a good start to the year’s observing evenings – a layer of cloud had been 
around for most of the week, and still persisted on this evening. Nevertheless, about 15 
people came, including some first time newcomers, so we had some discussions, in-
cluding explanations of the Skymap. Danie and Michael set up their telescopes for 
those who had not seen one, or looked through one, before. We explained how they 
worked, and we looked at various terrestrial objects to try and give some idea about 
the amounts of magnification that astronomical telescopes deliver. 

Although the Moon did try, without success, to break through the clouds for a few 
minutes, there was really little hope of the cloud clearing, so we left at about 8.00pm, 
hoping for better things next time!  

The next observing evening will be on February 19th 2016.  As well as anything 
else, we will be able to locate the spectral type O (Mintaka), B (Rigel), A (Sirius) F 
(Procyon), G (Mebsuta) K (Aldebaran) and M (Betelgeuse) stars that Johan detailed at 
the January meeting.  (Note: Wikipedia gives Mebsuta (Epsilon Geminorum) as spec-
tral type G, Stellarium calls it type A). We should also get a sighting of Jupiter on this 
evening. � 
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Astronomy-related articles on the Internet 
 

Solar system 
 

♦ Year of Pluto. Follow along as New Horizons reveals Pluto’s long-held secrets and relive 
the history that led us to the solar system frontier. http://www.astronomy.com/year-of-pluto 

 

♦ Rosetta’s lander faces eternal hibernation. Silent since its last call to mothership Rosetta 
seven months ago, the Philae lander is facing conditions on Comet 67P/Churyumov–
Gerasimenko from which it is unlikely to recover. http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/
Space_Science/Rosetta/Rosetta_s_lander_faces_eternal_hibernation 

 

Exoplanets 

 

♦ First detection of super-Earth atmosphere. The exoplanet 55 Cancri e has a dry atmos-
phere of hydrogen and helium without any indications of water vapour. 
http://www.astronomy.com/news/2016/02/first-detection-of-super-earth-atmosphere 

 

Our Galaxy 

 

♦ Telltale shock waves from runaway stars. Astronomers are now finding dozens of fast-
moving runaway stars by searching for the bow shocks they create in interstellar gas and 
dust. http://www.skyandtelescope.com/astronomy-news/shock-waves-from-the-milky-ways-
runaway-stars/ 
 

Extragalactic astronomy 

 

♦ Brightest supernova ever seen pushes theoretical models to the edge. Researchers 
have discovered the brightest supernova ever seen, and the unusual object powering it 
could challenge what physicists know about dying stars. http://www.astronomy.com/
news/2016/01/brightest-supernova-ever-seen-pushes-theoretical-models-to-the-edge 

 

♦ Hundreds of galaxies found hiding behind Milky Way. Our Milky Way may be beautiful, 
but it sure can ruin our view of the cosmos. http://news.discovery.com/space/astronomy/
hundreds-of-galaxies-found-hiding-behind-milky-way-160209.htm 

 

Physics 
 

♦ Gravitational waves detected 100 years after Einstein's prediction. For 
the first time, physicists have observed ripples in the fabric of spacetime 
called gravitational waves, arriving at Earth from a cataclysmic event in 
the distant Universe. ( Editor’s note: Hurrah!!!!!!!! ) 
https://www.ligo.caltech.edu/news/ligo20160211 
Read more and see video clips. http://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/12/
science/ligo-gravitational-waves-black-holes-einstein.html?smid=tw-
nytimesscience&smtyp=cur&_r=1 

 

Science and science fiction  

 

♦ The real science inspired by Star Wars. 
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/2015/12/151209-star-wars-science-movie-f ilm/?
utm_source=NatGeocom&utm_medium=Email&utm_content=wild_science_20151219&utm
_campaign=Content&utm_rd=1654931348 
 

Big telescopes 

 

♦ Mirror assembled for Hubble’s successor. NASA has assembled the primary mirror for 
the James Webb Space Telescope, a big step on the way to the telescope’s launch in Octo-
ber 2018. http://www.skyandtelescope.com/astronomy-news/mirror-assembled-for-hubbles-
successor-james-webb-space-telescope-0209201623/ 
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The Horsehead Nebula and 
surroundings. 

M42. Both photographs taken by 
Johan Moolman. 
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Immediately below: M46 and M47 and their surroundings. 

 

Bottom: The same area of the sky, but with annotations. 
Photographs taken and annotations made by Johan Moolman.  
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Basics: The ecliptic and celestial equator - by Pierre Lourens 

 

 In astronomy and navigation, the celestial sphere is an imaginary sphere of arbitrarily 
large radius, concentric with Earth. The plane of the Earth’s orbit around the Sun, aka the ecliptic 
plane, cuts this sphere in a great circle. This circle is known as the ecliptic. As Earth moves 
around the Sun, the centre point of the Sun, as seen from Earth, apparently moves eastward 
(relative to the stars in the background) along this circle during the course of the year. See an 
animation of this at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ecliptic 
 Earth's equatorial plane is the plane that contains Earth’s equator. It cuts the celestial 
sphere in another great circle, termed the celestial equator. Earth's rotational axis is 
not perpendicular to its orbital plane, but tilts away from the perpendicular by an angle of 23.4°.  
Earth's equatorial plane is therefore not coplanar with the ecliptic plane, but is inclined to it by an 
angle of 23.4°, which is known as the obliquity of the ecliptic. The celestial equator crosses the 
ecliptic at two points known as the equinoxes. The solstices are the two points on the ecliptic 90° 
away from the equinoxes. The extensions of Earth’s axis both ways meet the celestial sphere at 
two points, the celestial north and south poles. 
 But since the moon and planets also move in orbits, whose planes do not differ greatly 
from that of the Earth's orbit, these bodies, when visible in our sky, always stay relatively close to 
the ecliptic. In other words, our solar system can be best defined as being somewhat flat, with the 
planets moving in very nearly the same plane, the plane of the ecliptic. 
 Twelve constellations through which the ecliptic passes form the Zodiac. The name is de-
rived from the Greek, meaning "animal circle," and also is related to the word "zoo," coming from 
the fact that most of these constellations are named for animals, such as Leo (the Lion), Taurus 
(the Bull) and Cancer (the Crab), just to name a few.  � 

Equinox 

Solstice Solstice 

Equinox 
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Old newsletters: All old 
newsletters from January 2004 
onward are on our website. 
They contain a record of our 
Centre’s activities as well as 
astronomical information.  

Database: Members are re-
minded that a database of the 
books in our library is to be 
found on our website. The da-
tabase was created by Danie 
Barnardo, one of our commit-
tee members. 

Pretoria Centre committee 

 

Chairman        Johan Smit            082 883 1869 
Vice Chairman                  Michael Poll                 074 473 4785 
Secretary                          Tony Viljoen                 072 247 6648 
Newsletter Editor              Pierre Lourens             072 207 1403 
Events         Michael Moller         082 789 8968       
Librarian and 
Webmaster                       Danie Barnardo           084 588 6668 
Curator of Instruments     Johan Smit                   072 806 2939 
Public Relations Officer    Fred Oosthuizen           072 373 2865 
Observing Coordinator      Percy Jacobs              082 498 4680 
Treasurer and 
Membership Secretary     Michelle Ferreira          073 173 0168 
Member                       Bosman Olivier            082 883 1869 

Outside diameter of sunspot: 126 000 km. 
Inside diameter of sunspot (dark area): 
42 000 km. 

Photographs taken and annotations 
made  by Percy Jacobs. 

Astronomy- related images and video clips on the Internet 
 

♦ Astronomy Picture of the Day (APOD). http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/archivepix.html 
 

♦ Striking views of our solar system. Fog on Mars, storms on Jupiter and fiery flares on the 
Sun - stunning close up images.  http://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-35292518 

 

♦ Weirdest planets discovered by NASA Kepler satellite documentary. It is one hour 
long. There are also lots of other videos about astronomy-related .topics. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1eR4vCOjZx8 
 

♦ Dione divided. Dione appears cut in two by Saturn's razor-thin rings, seen nearly edge-on 
from the Cassini spacecraft. http://www.nasa.gov/image-feature/jpl/pia18358/dione-divided 


